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An alternative radiation stabilization method has been presented for patch antenna. With this method, side radiation could be
suppressed when a conductor ring and a circular slot both with the width of a quarter-wavelength are placed on the same layer
and around patch antenna. An experimental structure has been simulated and the distance 𝑙 from antenna part to conductor ring
is optimized using parametric function of HFSS software. Measured results given in this paper obviously indicate that not only the
side radiation from the boundary of substrate could be suppressed effectively, but also the antenna directivity could be adjusted and
enhanced after this method has been carried out. Both simulation and measurement indicate that when the distance 𝑙 is set to one
guided wavelength (𝜆

𝑔
), side radiation could be suppressed the most effectively and the return loss of patch antenna is only slightly

affected.

1. Introduction

To meet the needs of designing a planar, wideband and dual-
polarized antenna array for the reception of direct-broadcast
satellite (DBS) system, a patch antenna which is composed
of 7 patches arranged in a cross-shape, has been studied in
[1] as the element of big array. After optimizing the size of
patches and the width of gaps of cross antenna, the relative
bandwidth reaches up to 38% with respect to the central
frequency (band is from 10 to 14.7 GHz). But according to
the radiation patterns shown in [1], the cross antenna has a
disturbed omnidirectional pattern in the front side and its
main beam is also steered due to the unsymmetrical structure.

As an omnidirectional and stable radiation in front side
is expected over all the bandwidth, a solution to correct
these disturbances is required.The idea of usingmetamaterial
to improve antenna directivity has been proposed in [2–
4]. In [2] Turpin et al. have constructed a metalens for
crossed-dipole feed antenna and the measured directivity
was reported to have increased more than 6 dB. In [3, 4],
two types of metamaterial structures composed of copper
grids with lattices are introduced for patch antenna; not only
directivity but also the front-to-back ratio is greatly increased
as reported in their studies. But according to their methods,

the metalens is a nonplanar structure which looks like a wall,
and the copper grids methods are not suitable for broadband
applications due to the relative narrow band of metamaterial
structure. Reference [5] provides us with a single element
antenna which uses freeformed cylindrical woodpile cavity;
very good SLL (sidelobe level), narrow beam, and good
directivity are achieved. But the nonplanar design by using
extrusion freeforming technique depicted in [6] and [7]
makes fabrication much more complex.

Here, in this paper, we would like to propose in Section 2
an efficient, planar, and simple structure which is based on
the characteristic of quarter-wavelength transmission line
to stabilize radiation pattern over a large bandwidth. In
Section 3, simulated results of cross-shape antenna with
sidelobe stabilization structures are presented in comparison
with individual cross-shape antenna. Measured radiation
patterns and reflection coefficient are given in Section 4.
Finally, summary and conclusion are discussed in Section 5.

2. Radiation Stabilization Structure

As we all know that, in patch antenna architecture, the most
part of input power is radiated by antenna but some power
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Figure 1: Illustration of side radiation (dashed) and RF power
suppression (solid).
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Figure 2: Top view and side view of the proposed structure.

exists in substrate due to induction of feeding line. This part
of power transmits to the edge of substrate, then radiates
due to discontinuousness of boundary conditions (dashed
curves in Figure 1), and finally contributes to a relatively
high sidelobe level in radiation pattern. One solution to solve
side radiation using quarter-wavelength transmission line
(𝜆𝑔/4TL) is illustrated in Figure 1. As a transmission line
with the length of a quarter guided wavelength is employed,
according to the principle of 𝜆𝑔/4TL, the left fringe of the
TL performs as open circuit to RF power while the right
fringe performs as short circuit (solid line in Figure 1, assume
that antenna and feeding line are placed at the left side).
RF power can hardly pass through the 𝜆𝑔/4 length TL and
then be exhausted or reflected, so the side radiation from the
boundary of substrate is weakened.

An experimental structure with cross-type patch antenna
as radiating part and a circular conductor ring with the
width of 𝜆𝑔/4 are designed to verify the function of the
proposed side radiation suppression method, as depicted in
Figure 2.The proposed cross-type patch antenna is composed
of seven patches which are separated by very thin gaps to

maintain strong coupling of RF power between driven and
parasitic patches [1]. As the antenna is fed by coaxial cable,
the inner conductor passes through the substrate and some
RF power is leaked into the substrate.Therefore the relatively
high sidelobe level could be found in [1] mainly due to side
radiation from boundary. By using 𝜆𝑔/4TL side radiation
suppression method, around cross-type antenna and at a
distance 𝑙, a conductor ring and a circular slot both with the
width of a quarter guidedwavelength of the central frequency
are placed on the top layer, as shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen that the cross-type antenna is located in a dashed circle
with radius 𝑟; the center of cross-type antenna is 3mm offset
from the center of circle due to its unsymmetrical conception.
From the side view of Figure 2, we can also find that the field
irised out by dashed rectangle corresponds to the model as
depicted in Figure 1. It is worth noting that the conductor ring
should be placed at a distance where the other performances
of antenna must not be impacted except the side radiation.
The width of circular slot is also set to be 𝜆𝑔/4 to maintain
good electromagnetic isolation between conductor ring and
outer conductor. The entire structure is simulated and the
distance 𝑙 is optimized using parametric function of HFSS
15.0.

3. Simulation and Optimization

In the simulation, the substrate is of 1.524mm thickness
Teflon and the relative permittivity 𝜀𝑟 is 2.55; the guided
wavelength in this substrate could be found using the follow-
ing expression:

𝜆𝑔 =
𝑐

𝑓𝑟√𝜀𝑟

, (1)

where 𝑓𝑟 is the central frequency of the working band which
is about 12.5 GHz.

We start the parametric function of HFSS by setting the
distance 𝑙 to 𝜆𝑔, where this point is one of the nodes of
travelling wave and the 𝜆𝑔/4 width conductor ring is far
enough from antenna part so the influence could be very
slight. The simulated results are depicted in Figure 3(a) while
tuning the distance 𝑙 from 𝜆𝑔 and 𝜆𝑔±10%. From Figure 3(a),
it can be seen that the simulated directivity is higher and the
sidelobe level is lower when the distance 𝑙 equals 𝜆𝑔 (black
and solid curve) in comparison to the other two tuned values
(red dashed curve and blue dotted curve). As expected, the
best distance to place the conductor ring is proved to be one
guided wavelength away from antenna part. The width of
conductor ring is also tuned in the simulation and the results
as shown in Figure 3(b) indicate that the 𝜆𝑔/4 width is true
the best value for side radiation suppression structure.

Further studies are carried out to find out the improve-
ments when sidelobe suppression method is used. The dis-
tance hereby is fixed and equals 𝜆𝑔. From Figure 4, it can be
obviously seen that the sidelobe levels of antenna structure
with conductor ring are lower both on E plane and H plane
in comparison to individual cross-type antenna.

The above simulations indicate that when the 𝜆𝑔/4 width
conductor ring is placed at the optimized distance of one
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Figure 3: Simulated radiation pattern when tuning distance 𝑙 and ring width.
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Figure 4: Comparison of cross-type antenna with and without conductor ring on E-plane (a) and H-plane (b) at 12.5 GHz, distance 𝑙 = 𝜆
𝑔
.

guided wavelength away from antenna part, not only the side
radiation from the boundary of substrate could be suppressed
effectively, but also the antenna directivity could be enhanced.

4. Results and Discussion

The experimental structure is fabricated andmeasured in our
laboratory. Figure 5 shows some radiation patterns measured

at 5 different frequencies over the bandwidth before and after
the radiation stabilization structure is carried out.

Solid curves in Figure 5 illustrate themeasured directivity
patterns of the proposed cross-type patch antenna without
conductor ring and circular slot. As shown in Figure 5, there
exists some spurious sidelobe with levels relatively high with
respect to main lobes. Moreover main lobe steering can
be found at each frequency point and is shifted from the
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Figure 5: Measured directivity patterns at 5 frequency points before (black solid) and after (blue dashed) radiation stabilization structure is
employed.
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Figure 6: Measured return losses.

Table 1: Half-power bandwidth (HPBW).

GHz
10.10 11.52 12.00 12.96 14.10

Without ring 70∘ 75∘ 75∘ 39∘ 75∘

With ring 80∘ 80∘ 72∘ 80∘ 90∘

Table 2: Direction.

GHz
10.10 11.52 12.00 12.96 14.10

Without ring 25∘ 22∘ 25∘ 12.5∘ 32.5∘

With ring 2∘ 5∘ 0∘ 0∘ −10∘

normal direction. The pattern measured at 12GHz presents
a null direction at about −30∘, where the main lobe is thus
drastically disturbed. In Figure 5(d), the calculated half-
power beamwidth (HPBW) at 12.96GHz is only about 35∘
which is much less than that in other patterns.

As radiation stabilization structure is employed, the
measured radiation patterns are illustrated with dashed
curves in Figure 5 in comparison to these measurements
of individual cross-type antenna. It can be seen that these
stabilized patterns are compact and smooth over the working
bandwidth. Sidelobe levels have been decreased several dB.
The maximum directivities are also achieved at the normal
direction of antenna plane. The case where the pattern is
drastically disturbed at 12GHz is also eliminated. As the
influence of side radiation is decreased by conductor ring and
circular slot, antenna radiation is thus stable and symmetric.
The optimal HPBWs reach up to 70∘ at each measured
frequency point, which makes cross patch antenna a very
good candidate of large-angle-beam-steering array. Tables 1
and 2 list the comparisons of HPBW and direction of main
beam before and after radiation stabilization structure was
employed.

To reduce the effect of radiation stabilization structure to
antenna part and to maintain the wideband performance of
cross antenna, the distance has been studied in the Section 2
and at last has been set to one guided wavelength. Figure 6

gives the comparison of measured return losses before and
after conductor ring and circular slot are applied, it can be
seen that the measured return losses match well over the
bandwidth, and only slight differences could be observed
at the lower band around 11 GHz. Therefore these effects
on antenna bandwidth caused by radiation stabilization
structure can be ignored as they are very slight.

5. Conclusion

The radiation stabilization structure which is composed of
a conductor ring and a circular slot both with the width
of a quarter guided wavelength of the central frequency
is presented in this paper. According to this structure,
side radiation at the boundary of substrate which affects
antenna radiation can be efficiently weakened. Obvious
improvements are observed in measured radiation patterns
of an experimental cross-shape patch antenna.The optimized
radiation pattern becomes stable, compact, symmetric, and
smooth. This simple structure affects slightly the wideband
characteristic of cross patch antenna input impedance and it
can be easily extended to other patch antennas and large band
applications. Good results are expected if the width of ring
and circular slot and the distance are employed following the
method which is proposed in this paper.
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